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PRIVACY POLICY 

 

PREMIFAB d.o.o. headquartered in Kerestinec, Poduzetnička ulica 8, OIB: 53209784748 

(hereinafter: Premifab) owns www.premifab.hr (hereinafter: the Website). Premifab cares about 

user privacy and would like to use this way to inform its users about the ways of collecting and 

processing personal data on the Website. 

 

1. Personal data protection officer 

Ana Kukor (ana.kukor@premifab.hr) is Premifab’s Personal Data Protection Officer who will, 

upon request, provide users with information pertaining to:  

- the purpose of personal data processing,  

- whether Premifab is in possession or is processing their personal data, 

- how long their data will be kept and  

- which types of personal data have been stored. 

 

2. Collecting and processing data 

Premifab may collect and process information related to the user while the user is browsing the 

Website, which may allow the user’s identification either directly, or with additional information. 

Premifab may collect such data only when the user decides to provide it or by simply analysing the 

user’s activity on the Website. Premifab will only collect personal information provided 

voluntarily, such as: the user’s first and last names, company name and additional information 

(address and OIB), email address or phone number. Premifab collects data when the user directly 

contacts Premifab and requests access to Premifab’s services. The user data will be utilised to 

initiate communication with the user, for providing services the user requested or to improve the 

Website based on the user’s feedback. 

 

3. Cookies usage 
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Premifab website collects standard device usage data, including the user’s IP address, browser and 

language information, and the time of access. In order to provide the best possible website 

performance, as well as browsing experience, Premifab will use browser cookies. Premifab does 

not collect or store individual cookies, but has access to the overall cookie data to be used for 

performance reasons. 

 

4. Personal data protection 

Premifab website protects the user’s personal data from unauthorised access, usage or disclosure. 

The data on the web servers is stored in a controlled and safe environment which is protected from 

unauthorised access, misuse or disclosure. 

 

5. Data storage 

Premifab will safeguard the user’s personal data while the business arrangement with the user is in 

progress. The personal data the user provided for business or contact purposes will be protected on 

the web server in order to provide an improved user experience, and it can be deleted at any time 

upon the user’s request. All collected data will not be transferred or stored in any countries outside 

of the European Union. 

 

6. Notification of personal data breach 

In case of personal data breach, Premifab will notify the user and the competent authority by email 

within 72 hours since the breach. The notification will include the extent of the breach, the data 

affected and the potential effect on Premifab’s services and Premifab’s data protection measures. 

In the Republic of Croatia the user can file a complaint to the Croatian Personal Data Protection 

Agency. 

 

In case of any changes to Premifab’s Privacy Policy, the revised Privacy Policy will be posted on 

this website and the Last Updated date will be updated to reflect the change. 
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